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Abstract—The paper deals with the questions of analysis and estimation the methods of information reservation efficiency increase for information-control systems of unmanned aerial vehicles. The methods of parallel, sequential, modular and combined information reservation are considered in the article. A mathematical model for estimating efficiency the various kinds of information reservation is obtained in the article. The information criterion in the form of entropy is used as a criterion for estimation the effectiveness of information reservation. The information criterion is calculated as the difference the information entropy in the case of information reservation and the information entropy of a single source of information. This criterion can be used as a general criterion for assessing the quality of various methods of information reservation for information-control systems of unmanned aerial vehicles. Mathematical modeling of parallel, sequential, combined information reservation, modular information reservation of the first and second hierarchy is carried out in the work, provided that information sources are characterized by low reliability and veracity of information. According to the results of mathematical modeling, it is shown that the most informative is the modular information reservation of the second hierarchy, as well as the modular information reservation of the first hierarchy and the combined information reservation.

Index Terms—Efficiency; information reservation; information criterion; information-control systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is known that the efficiency and quality of information-control systems (ICS) depends significantly on the validity of information that comes to the ICS input from various types of measuring device (so-called information sources (IS)), that monitor the condition and functionality parameters of the ICS. Information reservation is the main condition for ensuring the validity of data obtained from different sources of information, which include monitoring signal sensors and measuring device of all possible analog quantities. As a rule, each separate such source has insufficiently high characteristics that determine the degree of validity of data. Such characteristics include the probability of trustworthy report on the presence of a controlled phenomenon and the probability of errors of the I and II kind, that is, the probability of an error in the detection of a controlled phenomenon, if it actually is present, or the probability of a false signaling about the appearance of a controlled phenomenon, when in reality it is not present [1], [2]. Particular attention should be given to the issue of evaluating the performance of ICS of unmanned aerial vehicles (ICM UAVs), since the quality of their operation significantly affects to the safety and efficiency of UAVs’ flights.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

There are three ways of information reservation: parallel, sequential and combined. The estimation of the quality the various types of information reservation is usually done by mathematical modeling and analysis of each model separately with subsequent comparative analysis. The obtaining of specific results in the comparison process is a complex mathematical procedure and requires a lot of computation. Therefore, is indispensable to develop an information criterion that would to allow a comparative analysis of various types of information reservation. That why is suggested to use of an information criterion that will allow us to determine, with the help of entropy, the amount of information of one or another type of information reservation and to give a comparative analysis on the basis of the obtained formulas and nomograms.

III. REVIEW

The analysis of ICS structures shows that their effectiveness depends on the reliability of the
information upon which the relevant decisions are made. Therefore, it is necessary to take adequate actions to increase the reliability of information in the ICS. Solutions to the problem of validating the validity of data during the transmission and processing of information in process control systems are proposed in [2], [3], where are considered the principles and methods of using statistic data redundancy in solving problems, related to control of information validity based on the minimum mean-square error criterion for different distribution laws of controlled parameters. This and other statistical methods stipulate the collection of a large array of data on the operation parameters of the ICS and don't allow to evaluate their effectiveness during operation. The use of information reservation allows to reduce the shortcomings of statistical methods and to shorten the evaluation time. But hereby a need arises to assess the quality of different ways for information reservation through the use of information criterion, which would allowed undertake the simultaneous assess of various types of reservation with high validity.

IV. PROBLEM SOLUTION

As is known, there are three ways of information reservation the UAV's information-control systems [1], [2]:

– parallel reservation, when instead of one source of information several sources are used and the decision on the validity of incoming data is determined by the majority principle: the controlled phenomenon or measurement value is present, when the m of n sources confirm its existence;

– sequential reservation when the same information source is queried sequentially with a certain time interval v times, and if this source of information confirms "k of ν" times about the presence of a controlled phenomenon or measurement value, then such control is deemed valid;

– combined reservation, when each of n information sources is requested at a specified interval v times, and after "k from v" confirmations about the presence of a controlled phenomenon, the majority principle is also applied: the controlled phenomenon or measurement value is present, when the m of n sources confirm its existence.

It is very important to find a common criterion for estimating the efficiency of each listed information reservation methods.

One of the effective methods for estimation the quality the various types of information reservation is the information criterion, in which the entropy of a single information source is determined, as well as the entropy obtained as a result of one information reservation types. The difference between these two entropies determines the amount of information obtained as a result of this information reservation type. By the amount of information received, one can judge the effectiveness of one or another information reservation type and give comparative estimates of each listed types.

A. Entropy of the information sources

Let examine this for a specific example. Let three sources of information be given, each of which is characterized by three quality indicators [1], [3]: a is the probability of correct detection; b is the probability of false alarm; d is the probability of non-detection. Moreover, \( a + b + d = 1 \).

Let the probability \( a \) vary from 0.1 to 0.9: \( a = 0.1, 0.2, \ldots, 0.9 \). Let the probabilities \( b(a) = d(a) \) and defined by the dependence \( b(a) = d(a) = \frac{1-a}{2} \).

In this case, the entropy of such information source is expressed by the well-known formula [2]:

\[
H(a) = -1.44[a \ln(a) + b(a) \ln(b(a)) + d(a) \ln(d(a))].
\]

B. Entropy with parallel information reservation

According to the physical representation of the IS's work, the real IS can be in one of three incompatible random states: correct detection, false alarm and non-detection, determined by probabilities \( a, b \) and \( d \), respectively. Such system can be represented by using the trinomial probability distribution [1], [2], according to which the probability that \( n \) from m IS will not detect controlled phenomena at all, \( m - k \) IS will work with false alarm, and \( n - m \) IS will provide the correct information about the controlled phenomenon. The probability \( p(n - m, m - k, k) \) is described by the following expression:

\[
P_{(n-m, m-k, k)} = C_n^m a^{n-m} b^{m-k} d^k.
\]

Let the information system consisting of three IS and be executed in such a way that at its output there will be a signal \( F_{z,3} \), when at the input by majority principle no less than two AI are triggered. Such system is shown in Fig. 1.

As is known [3], [4], with parallel information reservation for three sources of information in accordance with the majority principle "2 of 3" the probability of reliable detection of the controlled phenomenon \( P_1 \), the probability of non-detection \( P_2 \) and the probability of false alarm \( P_3 \) are respectively, determined by the expressions:
\[ P_1 = a^3 + 3a^2d(a) + 3a^2b(a) + 6ab(a)d(a), \]
\[ P_2 = d^3(a) + 3ad^2(a) + 3b(a)d^2(a), \]
\[ P_3 = b^3(a) + 3ab^2(a) + 3d(a)b^2(a). \]

(3)

Fig. 1. Information system with the majority principle "2 of 3"

The entropy \( H_1(a) \), which obtained as a result of parallel information reservation, in accordance with the majority principle "2 of 3" can be calculated according to the formula:

\[ H_1(a) = -1.44 \left[ P_1 \ln(P_1) + P_2 \ln(P_2) + P_3 \ln(P_3) \right]. \]

(4)

The amount of information \( I(a) \), which obtained as a result of such parallel reservation, is defined as the entropy difference \( H(a) \) and \( H_1(a) \):

\[ I_1(a) = H(a) - H_1(a). \]

(5)

Let the information system consisting of four IS and be executed in such a way that at its output there will be a signal \( F_{2,4} \), when at the input by majority principle no less than two AI are triggered. Such system is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Information system with the majority principle "2 of 4"

As is known [3], [4], with parallel information reservation for four sources of information in accordance with the majority principle "2 of 4" the probability of reliable detection of the controlled phenomenon \( P_{1,4} \), the probability of non-detection \( P_{2,4} \) and the probability of false alarm \( P_{3,4} \) are respectively, determined by the expressions:

\[ P_{1,4} = a^4 + 4a^3b(a) + 6a^2b^2(a) + 4ab^3(a) + 4ab^2d(a) + 12a^2bd(a) + 12ab^2d^2(a) + 6a^2b^2d(a) + 12abcd^2, \]

(6)

\[ P_{2,4} = d^4(a) + 4b(a)d^3(a) + 12ad^2(a), \]

\[ P_{3,4} = b^4(a) + 4b^3(a)d(a) + 6d^3(a)b^2(a). \]

The entropy \( H_{1,4}(a) \), which obtained as a result of parallel information reservation, in accordance with the majority principle "2 of 4" can be calculated according to the formula:

\[ H_{1,4}(a) = -1.44 \left[ P_{1,4} \ln(P_{1,4}) + P_{2,4} \ln(P_{2,4}) + P_{3,4} \ln(P_{3,4}) \right]. \]

(7)

The amount of information \( I(a) \), which obtained as a result of such parallel reservation, is defined as the entropy difference \( H(a) \) and \( H_{1,4}(a) \):

\[ I_{1,4}(a) = H(a) - H_{1,4}(a). \]

(8)

C. Entropy with parallel modular information reservation of the first hierarchy

On the basis of the module (Fig. 1), it is possible to build a more efficient information system \( N_{6,9} \) (Fig. 3), which will combining 9 sources of information \( x_i \) and will implementing the majority principle "6 of 9". In this case, the scheme (Fig. 3) is executed on the modules \( F_{2,3} \) (Fig. 1), and its probabilistic characteristics \( p_{1M}, p_{2M}, p_{3M} \) are determining the probability of reliable detection of the controlled phenomenon, the probability of non-detection and the probability of false alarm are respectively, determined by the expressions:

\[ p_{1M} = p_1^3 + 3p_1^2p_3 + 3p_1p_3^2 + 6p_1p_2p_3, \]

\[ p_{2M} = p_1^3 + 3p_1^2p_3 + 3p_1p_3^2 + 3p_2^2p_3, \]

\[ p_{3M} = p_1^3 + 3p_1^2p_3 + 3p_1p_3^2 + p_2^3. \]

(9)

Accordingly, the entropy of parallel modular information reservation \( H_M(a) \) can be calculated according to the formula:

\[ H_M(a) = -1.44 \left[ p_{1M} \ln(p_{1M}) + p_{2M} \ln(p_{2M}) + p_{3M} \ln(p_{3M}) \right]. \]

(10)
The amount of information $I_M(a)$, which obtained as a result of parallel modular information reservation, is determined by the formula:

$$I_M(a) = H(a) - H_M(a). \quad (11)$$

![Image](image.png)

**Fig. 3.** Informational module $N_{6,9}$ for implementation the majority principle "6 of 9" to decision on the reliability of the message

At the same way on the basis of the module (Fig. 2), it is possible to build a more efficient information system $N_{12,24}$ (Fig. 4), which will combining 24 sources of information $x_i$ and will implementing the majority principle "12 of 24". In this case, the scheme (Fig. 4) is executed on the modules $F_{2,4}$ (Fig. 2), and its probabilistic characteristics $p_{a1m}$, $p_{a2m}$, $p_{a3m}$ are determining the probability of reliable detection of the controlled phenomenon, the probability of non-detection and the probability of false alarm are respectively, determined by the expressions

$$p_{a1m} = p_{1,4}^4 + 4 p_{1,4}^3 p_{2,4} + 6 p_{1,4}^2 p_{2,4}^2 + 4 p_{2,4}^3 p_{3,4} + 12 p_{1,4}^2 p_{2,4} p_{3,4} + 12 p_{1,4} p_{2,4}^2 p_{3,4},$$
$$p_{a2m} = p_{2,4}^4 + 4 p_{2,4}^3 p_{3,4} + 4 p_{2,4}^2 p_{3,4}^2 + 12 p_{1,4} p_{2,4} p_{3,4}^2 + 12 p_{1,4} p_{2,4}^2 p_{3,4},$$
$$p_{a3m} = p_{3,4}^4 + 4 p_{3,4}^3 p_{2,4} + 6 p_{3,4}^2 p_{2,4}^2 + 4 p_{1,4} p_{3,4}^3 + 12 p_{1,4}^2 p_{3,4}^2 + 12 p_{2,4} p_{3,4}^2,$$

(12)

Accordingly, the entropy of parallel modular information reservation $H_{ab}(a)$ can be calculated according to the formula:

$$H_{ab}(a) = -0.24 \left[ p_{a1m} \ln(p_{a1m}) + p_{a2m} \ln(p_{a2m}) + p_{a3m} \ln(p_{a3m}) \right]. \quad (13)$$

The amount of information $I_{ab}(a)$, which obtained as a result of parallel modular information reservation, is determined by the formula:

$$I_{ab}(a) = H(a) - H_{ab}(a). \quad (14)$$
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**Fig. 4.** Informational module $N_{12,24}$ for implementation the majority principle "12 of 24" to decision on the reliability of the message

$D$. Entropy with parallel modular information reservation of the second hierarchy

On the basis of the module (Fig. 3), in accordance with the modular principle of implementing the parallel redundancy schemes, it is possible to build a more efficient information system $L_{18,27}$, which is depicted in the Fig. 5, which will combining 27 sources of information $x_i$ and will implementing the majority principle "18 of 27".
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**Fig. 5.** Informational module $L_{18,27}$ for implementation the majority principle "18 of 27" to decision on the reliability of the message

In this case, the scheme (Fig. 5) is executed on the modules $N_{6,9}$ (Fig. 3), and its probabilistic characteristics $p_{1M}$, $p_{2M}$, $p_{3M}$ are determining the probability of reliable detection of the controlled phenomenon, the probability of non-detection and the probability of false alarm are respectively, determined by the expressions:
\[ p_{1M_a} = p_{1M}^3 + 3p_{1M}^2p_{3M} + 3p_{1M}p_{2M} + 6p_{1M}p_{3M}p_{2M}, \]
\[ p_{2M_a} = p_{1M}^3 + 3p_{2M}^2p_{3M} + 3p_{2M}p_{1M} + 6p_{2M}p_{3M}p_{1M}, \]
\[ p_{3M_a} = p_{3M}^3 + 3p_{3M}^2p_{2M} + 3p_{3M}p_{1M} + 6p_{3M}p_{2M}p_{1M}. \] (15)

Accordingly, the entropy of parallel modular information reservation \( H_{M_a} (a) \) can be calculated according to the formula:
\[ H_{M_a} (a) = -1.44 \left[ p_{M_a} (a) \ln \left( p_{M_a} (a) \right) + p_{2M_a} (a) \ln \left( p_{2M_a} (a) \right) + p_{3M_a} (a) \ln \left( p_{3M_a} (a) \right) \right]. \] (16)

The amount of information \( I_{M_a} (a) \), which obtained as a result of parallel modular information reservation, is determined by the formula:
\[ I_{M_a} (a) = H(a) - H_{M_a} (a). \] (17)

At the same way on the basis of the module (Fig. 4), in accordance with the modular principle of implementing the parallel redundancy schemes, it is possible to build a more efficient information system \( L_{48,96} \), which is depicted in the Fig. 6, which will combining 96 sources of information \( x_i \) and will implementing the majority principle "48 of 96". In this case, the scheme (Fig. 6) is executed on the modules \( N_{32,64} \) (Fig. 4).

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 6. Informational module \( L_{48,96} \) for implementation the majority principle "48 of 96" to decision on the reliability of the message.

The probabilistic characteristics \( p_{M_a}, p_{2M_a}, \) \( p_{3M_a} \) are determining the probability of reliable detection of the controlled phenomenon, the probability of non-detection and the probability of false alarm are respectively, determined by the expressions:
\[ p_{nM_a} = p_{1M}^4 + 4p_{nM}^3p_{a3M} + 6p_{nM}^2p_{a2M}^2 + 4p_{nM}p_{a3M}p_{a2M}^2 + 12p_{nM}^2p_{a2M}p_{a3M}^2 + 12p_{nM}p_{a3M}p_{a2M}p_{a3M}^2 + 6p_{nM}^2p_{a2M}^2p_{a3M}^2, \]
\[ p_{aM_a} = p_{aM}^4 + 4p_{aM}^3p_{n3M} + 6p_{aM}^2p_{n2M}^2 + 4p_{aM}p_{n3M}p_{n2M}^2 + 12p_{aM}^2p_{n2M}p_{n3M}^2 + 12p_{aM}p_{n3M}p_{n2M}p_{n3M}^2 + 6p_{aM}^2p_{n2M}^2p_{n3M}^2. \] (18)

Accordingly, the entropy of parallel modular information reservation \( H_{aM_a} (a) \) can be calculated according to the formula:
\[ H_{aM_a} (a) = -1.44 \left[ p_{aM_a} (a) \ln \left( p_{aM_a} (a) \right) + p_{a2M_a} (a) \ln \left( p_{a2M_a} (a) \right) + p_{a3M_a} (a) \ln \left( p_{a3M_a} (a) \right) \right]. \] (19)

The amount of information \( I_{aM_a} (a) \), which obtained as a result of parallel modular information reservation, is determined by the formula:
\[ I_{aM_a} (a) = H(a) - H_{aM_a} (a). \] (20)

E. Entropy with sequential information reservation

As is known [2], in sequential information reservation, next parameters are entered: the quality factor of the information source \( \gamma (a) \), as the ratio of the false alarm probability \( b(a) \) or the non-detection probability \( a(a) \) to the reliable detection probability, i.e. \( \gamma (a) = b(a)/a \), and also entered a data apriority coefficient \( \beta (a) \) in accordance with the formula: \( \beta (a) = (1-a)/a \), where \( a \) is the a priori probability of a controlled phenomenon.

It is known [1], [3] that if are in evidence two confirminations at serial query of the same source, then the probabilities of reliable detection \( P_{01}(a) \), non-detection \( P_{02}(a) \) and false alarm \( P_{03}(a) \) are respectively determined by the formulas:
\[ P_{01}(a) = \frac{1}{1+\gamma (a)\beta (a)}, \]
\[ P_{02}(a) = \frac{\gamma (a)}{2(\beta (a) + \gamma (a))}, \]
\[ P_{03}(a) = \frac{\beta (a)\gamma (a)}{2(1+\gamma (a))}. \] (21)
Ordinarily, the a priori probability of a controlled phenomenon \( \alpha \) is unknown and is accepted as \( \alpha = 0.5 \), then \( \beta(a) = 1 \) and the formulas (10) are simplified.

Accordingly, the entropy \( H_2(a) \) of the sequential information reservation can be calculated according to the formula:

\[
H_2(a) = -1.44 \left( P_{01}(a) \ln(P_{01}(a)) + P_{02}(a) \ln(P_{02}(a)) + P_{03}(a) \ln(P_{03}(a)) \right). 
\tag{22}
\]

The amount of information \( I_2(a) \), which obtained as a result of sequential information reservation after two checks of the controlled phenomenon can be determined according to the formula:

\[
I_2(a) = H(a) - H_2(a). \tag{23}
\]

F. Entropy with combined information reservation

Now, let's consider the combined information reservation. In this case the majority principle of decision by criterion "2 of 3" is applied after each from 3 sources was requested successively two times.

In this case, the probabilities of reliable detection \( P_{11}(a) \), probabilities of non-detection the controlled phenomenon \( P_{12}(a) \) and the probability of false alarm \( P_{23}(a) \) are determined according to the following expressions [3]:

\[
\begin{align*}
P_{01}(a) &= P_{01}(a) + 3P_{02}(a)P_{03}(a) + 3P_{01}(a)P_{03}(a), \\
P_{02}(a) &= P_{01}(a) + 3P_{02}(a)P_{03}(a) \\
&\quad + 6P_{01}(a)P_{02}(a)P_{03}(a), \\
P_{03}(a) &= P_{01}(a) + 3P_{02}(a)P_{03}(a) + 3P_{01}(a)P_{02}(a). 
\end{align*} \tag{24}
\]

Accordingly, the entropy \( H_3(a) \) of the combined information reservation can be calculated according to the formula:

\[
H_3(a) = -1.44 \left( P_{11}(a) \ln(P_{11}(a)) + P_{12}(a) \ln(P_{12}(a)) + P_{23}(a) \ln(P_{23}(a)) \right). 
\tag{25}
\]

The amount of information \( I_3(a) \), which obtained as a result of combined information reservation, is determined by the formula:

\[
I_3(a) = H(a) - H_3(a). \tag{26}
\]

VI. RESULTS OF RESEARCH

Based on formulas (5), (8), (11), (14), (17), (20), (23), (26) were plotted dependency graph the amount of information, which obtained as a result of sequential, parallel, modular and combined information reservation, on the probability of reliable data, which are shown in Fig. 7.

The analysis of the graphs shows that the most informative is the modular information reservation of the second hierarchy (module \( I_{aM2} \)), which provides obtaining the greatest amount of information \( I_{aM2} \), even if the quality of information sources, characterized by the probability of reliable detection of a controlled phenomenon by one source, will be lower than for information sources with parallel and sequential information reservation. It should also be noted that the modular information reservation of the first hierarchy and combined information reservation is also characterized by high results compared to parallel and sequential information reservation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The article deals with analyzes of evaluation the information reservation effectiveness of UAV's information and control systems. Also, the article presents a mathematical model for estimating the efficiency of information reservation and the information criterion in the form of entropy for estimating the efficiency of reservation the UAV's information and control systems is proposed. The algorithm for assessing the quality for various methods of information reservation is, also, proposed. It implemented with the help of a generalized information criterion for estimating the amount of information. Also, the article presents the results of the evaluation the various types of information reservation. In the evaluation it was shown that one of the most effective criteria for assessing the quality for various methods of information reservation is the information criterion. Such generalized criterion makes it possible to simple and easy evaluate the effectiveness of using "\( m \) of \( n \)" for parallel information reservation and "\( k \) of \( v \)" for sequential information reservation. As a
result of the research it was shown that the most informative methods of information reservation are modular and combined reservation.
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для информационно-управляющих систем беспилотных летательных аппаратов. Проведено математическое моделирование параллельного, последовательного, комбинированного информационного резервирования, модульного информационного резервирования первой и второй иерархии при условии, что источники информации характеризуются низкими показателями надежности и достоверности информации. По результатам математического моделирования показано, что наиболее информативным является модульное информационное резервирование второй иерархии, а также модульное информационное резервирование первой иерархии и комбинированное информационное резервирование.
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